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Do you value the reporting and in-depth analysis provided by Global Research on a daily
basis? Do you think this resource should be maintained and preserved as a research tool for
future  generations?  Bringing you 24/7  updates  from all  over  the globe has  real  costs
associated with it. Please give what you can to help us meet these costs! Click to donate or
click here to become a member of Global Research.

We are very grateful for the support we have received over the past seventeen years. We
hope that you remain with us in our journey towards a world without war.

*     *     *

Citizens’ Petition to Lift All Sanctions Against Venezuela Is Rejected by Canadian Parliament

By Nino Pagliccia, November 09, 2018

While  Canada chooses  to  speak  of  the  “dire  human rights  and humanitarian  crisis  in
Venezuela” – where there is none – it ignores, condones and rather endorses Saudi Arabia in
the making of one of the worst humanitarian crisis in Yemen. That is the most vicious double
standard that a “democratic” country can demonstrate.

None Dare Call It Victory: Analysis of US 2018 Elections

By Dr. Jack Rasmus, November 09, 2018

The failure of Democratic Party leaders’ 2018 strategy to deliver as promised last night
should also raise some serious questions about its strategy going forward for 2020. That
strategy focused on running women and a few veterans in suburban districts and targeting
the independent voter—a Suburbia Strategy—i.e. an approach apparently abandoning the
2008 successful Democratic strategy of targeting millennials, blacks and latinos, and union
workers who since 2012 have been steadily reducing their support for Democrats.
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Nicaragua and the U.S. Neo-fascist Offensive

By Fabián Escalante Font, November 09, 2018

A police force and army (both formed in  the liberation war  against  the empire)  have
together  provided  security  for  citizens  and  have  systematically  combated  drug  trafficking
and  gangs  in  the  region.  The  security  they  offer  doesn’t  exist  in  any  other  country  in  the
area nor probably in other regions of the continent.

5G Corporate Grail. Microwave Radiation

By Joyce Nelson, November 09, 2018

There’s a lot of hype about 5G, the fifth-generation wireless technology that is being rolled
out in various “5G test beds” in major cities including Vancouver, Toronto, Ottawa, New
York, and Los Angeles. But it’s hard to see why we should be excited. Proponents talk about
the facilitation of driverless vehicles and car-to-car “talk,” better Virtual Reality equipment,
and, of course, “The Internet of Things” (IoT) – the holy grail of Big Tech that is just vague
enough to sound sort of promising.

What is the Significance of the Reopening of the UAE Embassy in Damascus. Syria’s “Pivot”
towards “Reconciliation” with Saudi Arabia?

By Andrew Korybko, November 08, 2018

It would be foolish to believe that the uber-wealthy UAE needs war-torn Syria more than the
reverse,  so the reported reopening of  the Emirati  Embassy more than likely  signals  a
significant change in policy on Damascus’ behalf and not Abu Dhabi’s, the ramifications of
which could be far-reaching for the entire region and especially Iran.

The CIA’s Latest Greatest Failure

By Philip Giraldi, November 08, 2018

Government agencies that are skilled at invading nearly everyone’s privacy worldwide are
sometimes totally inept at keeping their own internal communications secure. The problem
is particularly acute for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), which must maintain secure
contact with thousands of foreign agents scattered all over the world.
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